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drawings with 
rainbow paintYou can use 

the rainbow-paint 
technique to make 

pictures. Print up the 
drawings beneath to be used 

as a base or draw some of your own 
on a piece of paper. Put the poster paints 
around the edges of the printed line and 

drag the spatula across to fill the 
silhouette with rainbow colours! 

Once the paint
has dried, you can 
cut these drawings 

out and use them 
as fun notes for 

your friends!



drawings with rainbow paint #homefromschool

instructions

You will need:
- poster paints

- sheets of ordinary 
paper or sugar paper

- a piece of sti� cardboard
(to use as a spatula)

- a comb

Today we will be learning 
about some techniques to 

create amazing e�ects and 
drawings with rainbow paint!

Let's start getting acquainted 
with this technique. Take the poster 

paints and pour a little onto the sides 
of the sheet of paper arranged as they 

occur in a rainbow, so red, orange, 
yellow, green, blue, indigo and 

violet (from bottom to top).

Take a piece of sti� cardboard 
to use as a spatula and position it 

carefully over the colours on the paper. 
Drag the cardboard spatula right 

across the sheet of paper...

You will see a 
gorgeous rainbow 

materialise before your 
eyes! Allow the colours to 
dry properly before using 
the rainbow-hued sheet 

of paper to create 
pictures or notes.

If you want to 
create pretty rainbow 

shades with abstract shapes, 
take a sheet of cardboard and 

fold it in half. Pour the poster paints 
onto the middle of the sheet. Fold the 

sheet of paper in half and press firmly, 
moving your hand towards the outer 

edges of the paper to get the paint to 
spread and mix properly inside. 
Open out the sheet the paper 

and admire the result. You 
will obtain di�erent 

shapes and 
colours each 

single time.

You could 
also create a 

distinctive zigzag e�ect 
using a comb. Hold it like 
the spatula, but move it 

up and down as you 
paint the sheet of 

paper.
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